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ABSTRACT

Retrieving short, precise answers to non-factoid queries is an in-

creasingly important task, especially for mobile and voice search.

Many of these questions may have multiple or alternative answers.

In an environment where answers are presented incrementally, this

raises the question of how to generate a diverse ranking to cover

these alternatives. Existing search diversification algorithms gener-

ate diverse document rankings using explicit or implicit methods

based on topical similarity. The goal of this paper is to evaluate the

impact of applying these existing document diversification frame-

works to the problem of answer diversification to determine if

topical diversity is related to answer diversity. Using two common

diversification algorithms, xQUAD and PM-2, and three question

answering test collections, we show that topic diversification can

help to generate more effective rankings but is not consistent across

different queries and test collections.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Current search engines provide answers to queries in the form

of SERPs (Search Engine Result Pages), which are a series of web

page links ranked by their relevance to the query. While this is

effective, it compels the user to scroll through the links and identify

pertinent answers to the query. It is especially inconvenient in

scenarios such as mobile search where the display space is limited.

Recent retrieval models in IR address this issue by focusing on short

answers instead of documents. Some queries can be answered by

short entity level answers while the majority of queries are more

open ended with answers spanning multiple sentences. The former

class of queries is factoid queries while the latter is called non-

factoid queries. Examples of the two types of queries are shown

below.

• Factoid query:What is the current temperature in New York?

• Non-factoid query: How is the hurricane season in the Hous-

ton area?
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Non-factoid queries may have multiple answers of the same or

different types associated with them. An example of the former

case is the query łExamples of anthrax hoaxž, where the user

might view the first instance of the łhoaxž and then wish to view

other alternative examples. In the latter case where the answers

are of different types, for example, łWhat is the best diet to

prevent cancerž, the user might be interested in all the relevant

answers. For these types of queries, the diversified lists are useful

to collate and organize the answers.

Significant research has been done in the area of Search Result

Diversification of documents. This has also been covered under

TRECWeb Track’s diversity tasks ([3, 16]). An example TREC query

(topic 111) from TREC Web Track 2011 is shown in Table 1.

Table 1: TREC query

TREC query lymphoma in dogs

Subtopic 1
What treatments are available for dogs

diagnosed with lymphoma?

Subtopic 2 What are the symptoms of lymphoma in dogs?

Subtopic 3
What are the risk factors or causes of

lymphoma in dogs?

For these types of queries, topical diversification has been found

to be effective in producing a list of documents covering the various

subtopics. An example is the query in Table 1, where the diversified

document list would cover łcausesž, łsymptomsž and łtreatmentsž

of lymphoma. However, our focus is on more specific queries with

multiple possible answers, which potentially cover only a single

subtopic. For instance in the query łWhat are the symptoms

of lymphoma in dogs?ž, the subtopic is "symptoms" and the

diversified answer list should cover all symptoms of the disease.

The question that we address in this paper is whether techniques

used for diversifying documents would be effective in producing a

diversified list of answers for non-factoid queries.

Standard diversification algorithms are categorized into two

types: implicit and explicit. The first type assumes that each docu-

ment represents its own topic and diversifies based on document

similarity. These classes of methods do not attempt to cover under-

lying query aspects explicitly, which make them less effective in

practice. An example of the implicit approach is Maximal Marginal

Relevance (MMR) [1]. On the other hand, the explicit approach

models the query topics and diversifies the ranked list based on

topic coverage. The topics are generated automatically from the ini-

tial retrieved set [7] or created manually. Examples include xQUAD

[15] and PM-2 [8]. We select a topical diversification framework:

term level diversification [7] that uses topic terms to perform di-

versification.

To determine if topical diversification can be directly used to

create a diversified answer list, we apply it to three existing non-

factoid question answering collections: WebAP [10], nfl6 [4] and



WikiPassageQA [6]. WebAP contains multiple answers per query

and the terms generated by the algorithm can be used to create

the diversified answer list. However, the other collections (nfl6

and WikiPassageQA) contain only one judged relevant answer per

query, and diversified lists cannot be evaluated effectively. Hence,

for such cases we focus on determining if diversity can improve

the ranking of the relevant answer in the ranked list. Due to the

lack of manually annotated diversified answers for these datasets,

we evaluate them based on standard relevance metrics instead of

using diversification metrics.

2 RELATED WORK

Non-factoid Question Answering: Research in the area of non-

factoid question answering is still relatively new. Recent work using

deep learning techniques has shown to be more effective for this

task. Wang and Nyberg [17] used a BiLSTM model with word2vec

[14] word embeddings to retrieve answers to non-factoid questions.

Cohen and Croft [4] demonstrated the impact of updating word

embeddings during the training process to improve performance.

More recently Cohen and Croft [5] used character level embeddings

for this task.

Implicit Diversification: Implicit diversification assumes that

the diverse information needs can be satisfied by dissimilar docu-

ments. One of the most popular implicit approaches is MMR [1].

More recently various supervised implicit techniques have been

proposed. Zhu et al. [19] proposed a model to optimize both nov-

elty and relevance. Xia et al. [18] proposed a neural tensor model

which learns document representations automatically and does not

require handcrafted features.

Explicit Diversification: Explicit approachesmodel query subtopics

explicitly and generate a ranked list, which is optimized based on

the coverage of these topics. xQUAD and PM-2 are examples of this

approach where xQUAD [15] uses query reformulations as topics

and PM-2 [8] is a proportionality based diversification model. Hu et

al. [9] proposed a hierarchical variant of xQUAD and PM-2 which

models topics as a hierarchy instead of a list.

3 TERM LEVEL DIVERSIFICATION

In this paper, we use term level diversification introduced by Van

and Croft [7]. We first introduce some notation. Let q be a query,

T = {t1, t2, ...tn } be the topically diverse set of terms corresponding

to the query ,W = {w1,w2, ...wn } be the weights for the terms,

R = {a1,a2, .....am } be the initial ranked list of answers and S =

{a1,a2...am } be the diversified ranked list. The aim is to generate

the set S using a diversification framework given inputs q,T ,W , R.

Since we don’t have a predefined set of topic terms T per query,

we use the algorithm DSPApprox proposed by Lawrie and Croft

[11, 12] to identify them automatically.

3.1 DSPApprox Algorithm

We first identify a set of vocabulary terms V = v1,v2, ....vk from

the answers in the initial ranked list R. The terms are categorized

into three types - unigrams, unigrams tagged as nouns and noun

phrases. To reduce noise, we discard all terms (1) which do not

occur in at least two answers (2) have less than two characters

(3) numbers. From the vocabulary, all terms that occur within a

window of sizew of the query terms are selected as candidate topic

terms T . A score is calculated for each of these terms based on

two measures: topicality and predictiveness. Topicality of a term

measures how well it describes a set of documents.

TP(t) = PR (t |q)loд2
PR (t |q)

Pc (t)
(1)

where PR (t |q) is the relevance model estimated from R and Pc (t) is

the language model for the entire data collection. Predictiveness

of a term(t ) measures how well the term predicts the surrounding

neighbors v within a window of size c and Z is the normalization

factor which is set as the size of the vocabulary.

PR (t) =
1

Z

∑

v

P(t |v) (2)

The score of each candidate term is the product of topicality and

predictiveness: PR (t)TP(t). At each step of the algorithm, the high-

est scoring term is added to the output setO and the predictiveness

score of other candidate terms, which predicts the same vocabulary,

is reduced.

3.2 Diversification Algorithms

xQUAD: The first diversification framework we chose is xQUAD

[15]. The general framework for xQUAD is given below.

a∗ = argmax
aj ∈R

(1 − λ)Rel(aj ,q) + λD(aj , S) (3)

The xQUAD score is a linear combination of relevance and di-

versity scores where the relevance score is the query likelihood

score and diversity score is based on how well the answers cover

the topic terms which have not already been covered by set S .

PM-2: The second diversification algorithm we experimented

with is the proportionality based model PM-2 [8]. The answers are

assigned to topics to best maintain proportionality of the ranked

list. Initially we calculate the quotient qti for each topic term ti .

qti =
wi

2si + 1
(4)

where si is the portion of answers assigned to each topic term ti .

The topic term ti∗ with the largest qti is selected as the topic term to

be covered and the answer to cover this topic is selected as follows.

a∗ = argmax
aj ∈R

λqti∗P(aj |ti∗) + (1 − λ)
∑

i,i∗

qtiP(aj |ti ) (5)

After selecting a∗, the portion of answers assigned to each topic

term ti is increased and the answer a
∗ is placed in set S . The ranking

of each answer depends on the order in which it is placed.

4 EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

Data Overview: Three datasets are used for the experiments

namely nfl6, WebAP and WikiPassageQA.

• nfl6: nfl6 introduced in Cohen et al. [4] is a subset of Yahoo’s

Webscope L6 collection consisting of 87362 questions and their

corresponding answers. This dataset was created by excluding

potential factoid questions from the L6 collection. Each question

has a best answer associated with it along with a set of additional

answers submitted by the users.



• WebAP: WebAP dataset was introduced byKeikha et al. [10]and

consists of 82 queries. The corresponding answers to these queries

were created from the top 50 retrieved documents in the GOV2

collection. Each document is split into relevant and non-relevant

sections with the non-relevant section further subdivided into

random sized non-overlapping passages. The relevant passages

with relevance judgments of łPerfectž,łExcellentž,łFairž and łGoodž

are mapped to 4~1 respectively and the non-relevant passages

mapped to 0.

• WikiPassageQA: WikiPassageQA dataset introduced by Co-

hen et al. [6] consists of 4162 queries created from 863 Wikipedia

articles. Here, each query corresponds to a single article though

an article can have multiple queries associated with it. Each arti-

cle was split into passages consisting of six sentences each. Hence,

the relevant answer might be split among multiple passages.

Baseline Retrieval Model: The initial retrieval run is obtained

using the query likelihood model implemented via the Indri search

engine (µ = 2500). This provides a set of ranked answers, which

is the input to the diversification systems. For nfl6, since the set

of answers for a query is very low, the retrieval is done over the

entire collection. A query is discarded if the relevant answer is not

present in the top 100 retrieved set which results in a final subset

of 31229 queries. In case of WebAP and WikiPassageQA, the initial

retrieval run is over the passages within the documents annotated

for a particular query.

Model settings : For the various models, a prior topic weightwi

is calculated. In the term diversification model this is set to be the

utility score given by DSPApprox algorithm. In LDA topic based

models, the weights are assumed to be uniform. In the term level

diversification model, we expand the topic terms with query terms

while calculating P(a |t) to reduce noise. To investigate the impact of

hyperparameters, we performed grid search over the entire dataset

and found the variation in performance insignificant.

Baselines:

• Query Likelihood: The first baseline is the Query Likelihood

Model with default Dirichlet prior smoothing (µ = 2500).

• MMRDiversification: The second baseline is MMR(Maximal

Marginal Relevance) [1]. This is an implicit diversification model,

which performs diversification based on document similarity.

a∗ = argmax
aj ∈R

(1 − λ)Rel(aj ,q) + λmax
ai ∈S

sim(aj ,ai ) (6)

The similarity function used is cosine similarity and the answers

are represented as sparse vectors where each dimensions corre-

sponds to the term frequency within the answer.

• LDA based Diversification: The third baseline employs a

topic modeling approach to perform diversification. This model

was first proposed by Carterette and Chander [2] and uses LDA

to generate topics. We use the mallet implementation [13] of LDA,

which also outputs a document-topic score that is used directly

in the diversification framework.

Evaluation Metric: We use standard relevance metrics such as

Precision, NDCG (Normalized Discounted Cumulative Gain) and

MRR (Mean Reciprocal Rank) instead of diversification metrics due

to lack of annotated data. Statistical significance is measured using

the paired two-tailed t-test with p-value < 0.05.

Table 2: Example topic terms for queries

Query Topic Terms

What does obsessive compulsive

behavior mean?

disorder,compulsive,time,

ocd,thought

How do nutrients get transferred

to muscle?
food,cell,weight,diet,body

5 RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

Table 3 reports results for the various models on the three datasets.

For nfl6 and WikiQA, term level diversification approach performs

better than other diversification baselines (MMR and LDA), but per-

forms slightly worse than the QL model. WebAP queries improved

over diversification baselines and also showed a small improve-

ment over QL, however the improvements were not statistically

significant. Between xQUAD and PM-2 based methods, xQUAD

performed much better since it scores answers based on relevance

and diversity while PM-2 scores are only based on diversity. In

general, the explicit topic based methods outperformed the implicit

MMR model.

Impact of keyterms on answer diversity: The diversification

algorithms generate answer rankings based on the terms extracted

by the DSPApprox algorithm. In general, it was observed that the

algorithm improves the rankings of the answers, which contain

these keyterms. Hence the correctness of the terms is crucial for

the success of this method. The topic terms for the first query in

the Table 2 are related to łOCDž which helps in retrieving the rele-

vant answers. The topics terms for the second query, while highly

related to łbodyž do not contain the term łbloodstreamž which is

crucial to finding the correct answer.

Collection specific observations:

- WebAP:WebAP consists of queries with multiple answers associ-

ated with them. Overall, the term level diversification framework

seems to work better on this dataset than others. An example of

a WebAP query is łmethod control type ii diabetesž whose

topic terms are łdiabete,patient,care,study,alž.

After calculating Win Loss statistics with respect to NDCG@10

on the DSP Unigram xQUAD model, it was found that out of 80

queries, 53 queries have the same NDCG value as the QL baseline

with improvements for 14 queries and a decrease in value for 13

queries. On analyzing this further, it was found that the topic terms

were not fine-grained enough to cover the various answers in many

cases. The specific methods to control "diabetes" are not reflected in

the topic terms which in turn return a re-ranked answer list consist-

ing of these generic terms associated with the question. However,

despite the lack of specificity, the generic terms help in improving

some of the queries.

- WikiPassageQA: WikiPassageQA dataset consists of queries

with a single relevant answer passage where multiple queries could

be associated with the same wikipedia page. The keyterms are ex-

tracted from the page associated with the query. The overlap of the

text in the initial ranked lists as well as the high topical similarity be-

tween the queries contribute to identification of topic terms which

do not effectively discriminate between them. For example, the two

queries łHow does the Malaysian political system account

for the multiethnic nature of the country?ž and łHow do

Malaysia combine English common law and Sharia law?ž



Table 3: Results on WebAP, nfl6 and WikiPassageQA datasets. The models prefixed with "DSP" refer to the various variants of the term

diversification model [7].

Model WebAP nfl6 WikiPassageQA

NDCG@10 P@10 MRR NDCG@10 P@10 MRR NDCG@10 P@10 MRR

QL 0.1122 0.1262 0.2404 0.3546 0.0556 0.3085 0.5766 0.1136 0.5947

MMR 0.1061 0.1263 0.2200 0.2368 0.0315 0.2304 0.4325 0.0731 0.5203

LDA 0.0809 0.0975 0.1930 0.2987 0.0506 0.2576 0.5174 0.1074 0.5478

DSP Unigram xQUAD 0.1167 0.1313 0.2354 0.3499 0.0547 0.3053 0.5724 0.1126 0.5938

DSP Noun xQUAD 0.1167 0.1313 0.2354 0.3534 0.0554 0.3075 0.5720 0.1125 0.5937

DSP Phrase xQUAD 0.1137 0.1275 0.2374 0.3487 0.0544 0.3047 0.5627 0.1127 0.5880

DSP Unigram PM-2 0.1027 0.1175 0.2107 0.3146 0.0501 0.2747 0.5270 0.1071 0.5394

DSP Noun PM-2 0.1026 0.1175 0.2107 0.3141 0.0500 0.2743 0.5268 0.1069 0.5398

DSP Phrase PM-2 0.0855 0.1037 0.1680 0.2645 0.0448 0.2280 0.4955 0.1040 0.4999

generated from the wikipedia page łMalaysiaž have the same set of

topic terms łmalay,malaysian,state,peninsular,governmentž

which could be misleading.

- nfl6: nfl6 dataset has a single relevant answer per query.For such

collections, it is expected that the topic terms would help differen-

tiate between the relevant and the non-relevant answers. However

this dataset has a couple of issues, which makes this hard. Many of

the questions are very open-ended lacking specificity in answers.

For example, "What is the difference between insanity and

genius?" is an ambiguous question, which is hard even for hu-

mans to answer. Another issue arises from the way the data was

collected. Since the data was created automatically from a public

forum, there are cases where multiple answers could be deemed

relevant by the model but are not marked as such.For example, for

the query łHow to cure arthritis?ž, the relevant answer is łI’m

not sure there is a cure. I’ve had arthritis for a long

time. They told me to lose weight, which I did and it

felt worse. My grandpa swears by cod liver oil though,

try it and see if it helpsž. While there might be multiple

ways to cure łarthritisž, only one answer is marked as relevant, and

even if the model assigns a high score for these alternative answers,

they are not considered łrelevantž during evaluation.

6 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

This paper explores the impact of applying a term level diversi-

fication model to the task of answer diversification. As observed,

this technique helps for queries where the topic terms overlap with

the terms in the relevant answers. Overall, for the dataset with

multiple relevant answers (WebAP), this method helps, though the

improvements are not statistically significant. In case of datasets

with single relevant answer, it does not outperform the QL baseline.

However, the term level diversification method performs better

than other diversification baselines such as MMR and LDA diver-

sification models. During analysis, it was observed that for many

of the queries in these datasets, the differences between the rele-

vant and non-relevant answers were too subtle to be captured by

the algorithm. In future, we plan to explore deep learning models

to capture these subtleties due to its ability to model long term

dependencies and semantic relationships between terms.
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